
 

RUBIKS WALL Complete Set by Bond Lee (Two Part Item)
- Bühnenillusion mit Rubiks Würfel

Introducing Rubik's Wall, the ultimate finale for your Rubik's cube magic routine.
Created by Bond Lee, D.K. Wong & Happy, produced by MS Magic.

If you are into Rubik's cube magic, this is for you!

The magic routine is simple, spectator choose any cube they like, they can
shuffle the cube as much as they want. They think of a sign, character or image,
then place back the cube back to any position they want, to create a complete
random pattern, and when you turn the wall around, it will become the perfect
prediction of the sign/character/image!

All cubes can be shuffled and examined before, during and after the routine. The
fool proof design can amaze your audience with a impossible, clean and mind
blowing finale. Perfect for professional performance, commercial events and TV
shows.

No sleight of hand, no magnet, no black stuff, no difficult handling, just shuffle the
cube place it back and it's done! If you are just starting to do magic, you can do it
too!

Structure Design

The whole structure can easily assembled and travel friendly. This allow
performers carry the Rubik's wall all over the world, and you can even place the
whole set inside your backpack, truly pack small play big!

The specially designed structure can connect multiple sets of Rubik's wall to
create a big prediction. You will be able to place 24 cubes in one Rubik's wall, if
you combine 4 Rubik's wall will be be able to place 96 cubes and create a
beautiful picture!

Features

Rubik's Wall set comes with multiple presets, detailed instruction and wall stand.
The whole set is protected by a beautiful and durable ABS case.
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Rubik's Wall can be perform as a stand alone magic or combine into your
Rubik's magic routine.

This is the best vision of Rubik's wall in the market and your best choice for your
professional performance, commercial events and TV shows.

Standard & Complete Set

We have standard set and complete set available for your selection. You can get
all the cubes needed and turntable for the complete set.

MS cubes are designed for speed and at the same time silent, perfect for your
Rubik's cube magic. The color of the cube will be the classic color, which will
match most of the cube magic product in the market.

Turntable will allow you to turn your Rubik's wall in a elegant and secure manner,
perfect for professional.

Standard set

Rubik's Wall x 1
ABS protective case x 1
Tutorial instruction x 1
Rubik's wall designs x 33
Rubik's cube sticker x 24 cubes

Complete set

Rubik's wall x 1
ABS protective case x 1
Tutorial instruction x 1
Rubik's Wall designs x 33
Rubik's cube sticker x 24 cubes
MS Cube x 24
Turntable (S/L) x 1

FAQ

1. What materials is Rubik's wall made of? Is it durable?
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- It's made out of the finest ABS materials we can find, and it's extremely durable.
It can last you a life time when properly used.

2. What is the smallest packaging size? And what's its weight?
- Rubik's Wall can be even smaller without the ABS case, when it's disassemble
the smallest size is 34.5 x 5.7 x 4.5cm. The weight is 1kg.

3. What magic skill level do I need to perform Rubik's Wall?
- In fact you don't need any magic technique to execute the whole routine, but
you will need some showmanship to present your magic routine well.

4. Can I customized the prediction image?
- Yes, you can. We provide sets of Rubik's cube stickers for you to build your own
image.

5. Can I use my own Rubik's cube for the Rubik's Wall?
- Of course. Rubik's Wall is compatible to all standard size 3 x 3 Rubik's cube
(5.7 cm 2 1/4 in).

6. Is Rubik's wall good?
- No, it's excellent.
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